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SKILLS PROGRAM SUMMARY 

The Warehouse Team Leader is given a tremendous responsibility for not only ensuring that 

warehouse operations run smoothly, but also for ensuring that all team members are 

performing as they should. This course will provide the delegate with a deeper 

understanding of team dynamics, how to motivate and build a team and provide the 

fundamentals of warehousing and stock control. 

What is covered in this course? 

Module 1 - Inventory in the Supply Chain Module 2 - Warehouse Practices 

Inventory in the supply chain: how does it impact 

the business? 

What a Warehouse Practitioner should know 

about handling inventory in a warehouse 

Warehouse types, their objectives and the roles 

they play in managing inventory 

A long-term look at the space in our warehouse; 

is it too little; or too much? 

Staying focused on the safety of inventory, things 

to avoid and to look out for 

Making the best of our warehouse space and 

layout 

Main functions of a warehouse management 

system (WMS) 

Developing a classification and coding 

methodology 

Identifying non saleable inventory Sales order process 

Module 3 - Responsible Material Handling Module 4 - Inbound Inventory 

Material handling for transportation What to know in advance 

Handling of dangerous goods Floor space allocation for new arrivals 

Fixed storage equipment Off-loading and staging of inventory 

Moveable storage equipment Identification of incoming inventory 

Mechanized and engineered equipment Putting inventory in the right place  

Module 5 - Outbound Inventory Module 6 - Inventory for Manufacturing 

Distribution management and planning Raw materials and bills of materials 

Cross border deliveries Inventory in a push system 

Picking, packing and tracking Inventory in pull production  

Using measurements  Data collection and reporting for manufacturing  

Understanding numbers Measuring dimensional objects 

Module 7 - Stock Take & Inventory 

Accuracy 

Module 8 - Leading & Working with a Team 

Importance of counting stock Team leader and the purpose of a team 

Cycle counting Strengthening and motivating a team  

Planning and preparing for stocktake What is productivity? How are productivity levels 

improved? 

Stock take reconciliations Team goals and implementing a performance 

plan 

Accuracy in calculations Written communication 
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SKILLS PROGRAM SUMMARY 

Benefits of attending this course 

By attending this course, the delegate will learn foundational business skills which will assist 

with analysing situations and presenting management reports. The foundational 

warehouse skills such as responsible material handling, inbound and outbound inventory 

processing, stock taking, and cycle counting will provide the delegate with an excellent 

grounding for building performance measurements and monitoring productivity. 

Who should attend and pre-requisites? 

This course is aimed at Warehouse Team Leaders who have responsibilities for leading a 

team in the warehouse to achieve good results. This course also provides an excellent 

grounding for other Supply Chain personnel who need to understand how the warehouse 

activities can affect their own role. 

Learners should be competent at NQF level 3 in English Communication and Mathematics. 

Previous experience with warehouse operations will assist the learner but is not a 

prerequisite. 

Delivery Mechanism 

This course is available as a digital learning course for those who want to improve their 

career opportunities through education. You can be located anywhere in the world and 

will be supported through our learner management system. 

Each module consists of 4 or 5 downloadable lessons, a self-help quiz for each lesson and 

a practical assignment. You can download your lessons onto any device such as a 

computer, tablet or smart phone. You will be fully supported by our support team 

throughout the duration of your studies. 

Estimated Time 

You should plan to spend 8 hours per module which will include the time needed to do 

your own research for your assignments and to deepen your own understanding. 

Speak to us about other methods of training delivery and corporate 

customisation 

Tel: +27 10-0010283 

Email: Enquiries@bizzco.co.za 

 

South African and SADC Accreditation:  SAQA/MerSETA Accreditation: 
SP0912/14-17 

Endorsement: SAPICS The Professional Body for Supply Chain Management  
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